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Waitresses in red t-shirts, smiling and red lipstick
Best coffee I ever had
Man in a red baseball hat
Blue aprons and a giggle Words of Greek coming from the kitchen
An old fashioned red clock with a polar bear
Clinging to it - seeking to commune with time?
The clock - 20 minutes slow.
A painted model of an old diner
In day-glo colors - blue green and red
A coca cola clock
And two pottery owls - maybe from the
Kitsch of the owners wife? A painting, faded, by Gustav Klimt of the lovers
Same one I have in my bedroom With the black squares in the man’s
robe, why?
“I can’t think that long - going to put
Some hamburger patties on the grill
Today - actually attempt to cook”
These words float through the diner
From a woman in the booth behind me.
Man in a blue t-shirt reading the paper
At the counter
3 American flags hung from
The useless heating vent
An old fashioned radio with antennae askew
A mirror next to my booth by the window
Reflects the sign “Town Square Diner”
The man with the rock and roll t-shirt
Pays and smiles -the one in the red baseball capA deep laugh
“Have a good day - Happy 4th”
The tall containers of red ketchup - lined up
On the counter
Like soldiers at attention
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